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Knocking on Heaven's Door 2006-09
offers a cohesive new testament theology of petitionary prayer

Holy Bible (NIV) 2008-09-02
the niv is the world s best selling modern translation with over 150 million copies in print since its first full publication in 1978 this
highly accurate and smooth reading version of the bible in modern english has the largest library of printed and electronic support
material of any modern translation

The Faith of a Child 2000-08-01
research shows that if children do not accept christ before they are fourteen their chance of becoming believers greatly diminishes
children s pastor art murphy offers help for anyone who struggles with the issue of children and salvation the faith of a child is designed
to teach parents grandparents or anyone who works with children how to be equipped and confident in guiding them to a saving faith in
christ

Brave by Faith 2021-05-01
learn from the book of daniel how to live confidently for christ today what does it look like to live with joy in a society that does not
like what christians believe say or do it s tempting to grow angry keep our heads down retreat or just give up altogether but this isn t
the first time that god s people have had to learn how to live in a pagan world that opposes god s rule in this realistic yet positive book
renowned bible teacher alistair begg examines the first seven chapters of daniel to show us how to live bravely confidently and obediently
in an increasingly secular society readers will see that god is powerful and god is sovereign and even in the face of circumstances that
appear to be prevailing against his people we may trust him entirely we can be as brave as daniel if we have faith in daniel s god the
message of daniel is incredibly relevant for us in our generation not because it maps out a strategy for how to deal with our new lack of
status or because daniel was a great man and we need to follow his example the reason is that it will help us to believe in daniel s god
alistair begg author

Embodied 2021-02-01
compassionate biblical and thought provoking embodied is an accessible guide for christians who want help navigating issues related to the
transgender conversation preston sprinkle draws on scripture as well as real life stories of individuals struggling with gender dysphoria
to help you understand the complexities and emotions of this highly relevant topic this book fills the great need for christians to speak
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into the confusing and emotionally charged questions surrounding the transgender conversation with careful research and an engaging style
embodied explores what it means to be transgender nonbinary and gender queer and how these identities relate to being male or female why
most stereotypes about what it means to be a man and woman come from the culture and not the bible what the bible says about humans created
in god s image as male and female and how this relates to transgender experiences moral questions surrounding medical interventions such as
sex reassignment surgery which pronouns to use and how to navigate the bathroom debate why more and more teens are questioning their gender

How to Fight Racism 2021-01-05
winner of the 2022 ecpa christian book award for faith culture how do we effectively confront racial injustice we need to move beyond
talking about racism and start equipping ourselves to fight against it in this follow up to the new york times bestseller the color of
compromise jemar tisby offers an array of actionable items to confront racism how to fight racism introduces a simple framework the a r c
of racial justice that teaches readers to consistently interrogate their own actions and maintain a consistent posture of anti racist
behavior the a r c of racial justice is a clear model for how to think about race in productive ways awareness educate yourself by studying
history exploring your personal narrative and grasping what god says about the dignity of the human person relationships understand the
spiritual dimension of race relations and how authentic connections make reconciliation real and motivate you to act commitment
consistently fight systemic racism and work for racial justice by orienting your life to it tisby offers practical tools for following this
model and suggests that by applying these principles we can help dismantle a social hierarchy long stratified by skin color he encourages
rejection passivity and active participation in the struggle for human dignity there is hope for transforming our nation and the world and
you can be part of the solution

Jesus, Author of Our Faith 2009-06-01
jesus author of our faith is a book centered on jesus and based on sermons tozer preached from the final chapters of the letter to the
hebrews the author s intention from chapter to chapter is to underscore the necessity of an active abiding faith in jesus christ only in
that way can we please god this book is a companion volume to jesus our man in glory which is based on the earlier chapters of hebrews
together the two books examine most of the important emphases in that significant letter they do so in tozer s inimitable style and with
his incisive expression

Faith of a Mustard Seed 2012-05
paul karanick and his wife christina experienced what it means to have the faith of a mustard seed the term is used by christ to explain
the power that one can have if we just have a little faith paul looks back on his life and ministry to reveal how god strengthens our faith
and forms us into an effective part of the body of christ recalling the steps of how god led him his family and ministry paul highlights
how god equips the ones he calls by calling all people to have faith confirming that god is calling walking through fear building a
stronger faith infecting others with faith paul uses his own life as an example of the faith process these illustrations will prepare
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believers for the typical steps involved in building a stronger faith relationship with christ paul openly admits that he was not qualified
to take on the task that god had placed upon him but god would soon reveal to paul that no one is truly qualified without the power of
christ god reshaped paul and led him into a ministry that continuously depended upon faith a true visionary and gifted in faith he began to
trust less in his own abilities and more upon god s abilities knowing that without faith it is impossible to please god paul teaches of
using faith to get as close to god as you can paul s unshakeable faith became contagious within his ministry as life s worries and fears
were lessened due to the faith that god provides

A Faith of Many Rooms 2024-03-19
when your faith begins to feel too small too confining you could choose to leave it but what if the faith we inhabit is roomier than we d
thought what if our collapsing faith is just a closet in a much larger dwelling disillusioned by narrow theologies church dysfunction and
constricted readings of scripture people are leaving christianity in droves but jesus describes the reign of god as a house with many rooms
writes author debie thomas one of the most auspicious voices in religious writing today in this work of sprawling spiritual and literary
imagination thomas claims that wherever god dwells there is expansiveness and belonging thomas knows what a cramped faith feels like what
it s like to wrestle your way out of fundamentalism and toward a more capacious faith from the diasporic church in which she grew up which
traces its lineage to the doubting disciple in india in the first century to the disorientations of a deconstructing faith to an ample yet
orthodox christianity that makes room for all her identities thomas takes readers on a deeply personal and profoundly theological odyssey
in a faith of many rooms she talks back to jaundiced versions of faith and finds evidence that the gospel insists on its own roominess the
kind of god who decided to experience the world as a guest likely feels constrained by our pinched theologies too what sorts of ruptures
and revisions would it take to find a more spacious faith and then to inhabit it with authenticity and joy readers of christian wiman cole
arthur riley and barbara brown taylor will find in these pages an ardent lyrical take on a faith transfigured

Remarkable Faith 2017-07-11
this collection of inspirational vignettes based on eight of the bible s unlikely examples of faith will give readers a fresh intimacy with
jesus remarkable faith tells the stories of people whose faith was of such quality that jesus himself marveled at it people who were broken
needy and dependent these eight inspiring vignettes weave history theology and fictional detail into their biblical accounts to bring
relief and a new perspective to those whose faith feels unremarkable written to encourage and relieve discouraged christians who wonder if
their faith is a disappointment to god this book will demonstrate that remarkable faith the kind jesus marveled about isn t about achieving
or performing readers will discover they can exchange their performance based evaluation of their faith with a fresh life giving intimacy
with the jesus who delights in transforming inadequacies into irrepressible affection
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A Faith of Your Own 2010-01-25
a faith should be a living thing what we believe necessarily evolves in response to insights into the bible to questions or doubts we face
to changes in life circumstances or to things that happen in the larger world nevertheless christians often find it helpful to identify
what they can most fully believe at a given moment such clarity empowers the present and leads us toward the future such moments can also
be mile markers by which we measure our faith journey in each chapter the first section lists the most common ways a certain topic is
understood in the bible the second section identifies important ways the church has interpreted that topic since the bible s inception the
third section introduces contemporary perspectives with that foundational knowledge readers can make a judgment as to which viewpoints seem
more or less persuasive to them personally finally each chapter ends with questions for reflection for individuals or small groups

The Story of Faith, Hope and Love 2013-10-23
the story of faith hope and love is a book about discovering god s nature character love justice forgiveness and truth the bible answers
these questions and offers people hope for eternal life this book answers important questions that inquiring minds might wonder about for
example where did people come from what is the purpose of their existance what happens to them when they die does their spirit live forever
what happens to the spirit of people when the body dies this book gives an answer to all these questions and offers people hope for eternal
life if this book is read without prejudice it will have the intended effect of producing faith in god faith will lead to a desire to obey
god and except jesus christ as the son of god which can lead to eternal life the story of faith hope and love would be a great help to
anyone in the missionary field as well as being an aid for bible school teachers or anyone wanting to know more about the teachings of the
bible and their own personal salvation

The Faith of Jesus Christ 2002
in this important study hays argues against the mainstream that any attempt to account for the nature and method of paul s theological
language must first reckon with the centrality of narrative elements in his thought through an in depth investigation of galatians 3 1 4 11
hays shows that the framework of paul s thought is neither a system of doctrines nor his personal religious experience but the sacred story
of jesus christ

Future Grace, Revised Edition 2012-09-25
explore this stunning quality of god s grace it never ends in this revision of a foundational work john piper reveals how grace is not only
god s undeserved gift to us in the past but also god s power to make good happen for us today tomorrow and forever true life for the
follower of jesus really is a moment by moment trust that god is dependable and fulfills his promises this is living by faith in future
grace which provides god s mercy provision and wisdom everything we need to accomplish his good plans for us in future grace chapter by
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chapter one for each day of the month piper reveals how cherishing the promises of god helps break the power of persistent sin issues like
anxiety despondency greed lust bitterness impatience pride misplaced shame and more ultimate joy peace and hope in life and death are found
in a confident continual awareness of the reality of future grace

Every Good Endeavour 2012-11-22
in today s increasingly competitive and insecure economic environment we often question the reason for work why am i doing this why is it
so hard and what can i do about it work may seem just a means to an end we do it to earn the money to enjoy life outside the workplace here
timothy keller argues that god s plan is radically more ambitious he actually created us to work we are to work together to make the world
a better place to help each other and so to find purpose for our lives our faith should enhance our work and our work should develop our
faith with deep insight timothy keller draws on essential and relevant biblical wisdom to address our questions about work there is grace
available if we have taken the wrong attitude idolising money and using our careers to glorify ourselves rather than god this book provides
the foundations for a work life balance where we can thrive both personally and professionally keller shows how through excellence
integrity discipline creativity and passion in the workplace we can impact society for good developing a better attitude to work releases
us to serve others humbly to worship god everyday and leaves us deeply fulfilled

A Faith of Our Own 2012-05-08
every day major headlines tell the story of how christianity is attempting to influence american culture and politics but statistics show
that young americans are disenchanted with a faith that has become culturally antagonistic and too closely aligned with partisan politics
in this personal yet practical work jonathan merritt uncovers the changing face of american christianity by uniquely examining the coming
of age of a new generation of christians jonathan merritt illuminates the spiritual ethos of this new generation of believers who engage
the world with christ centered faith but an un polarized political perspective through personal stories and biblically rooted commentary
this scion of a leading evangelical family takes a close thoughtful look at the changing religious and political environment addressing
such divisive issues as abortion gay marriage environmental use and care race war poverty and the imbalance of world wealth through
scripture the examples of jesus and personal defining faith experiences he distills the essential truths at the core of a christian faith
that is now just coming of age

A Flexible Faith 2018-05-15
bonnie kristian shows that a vibrant diversity within christian orthodoxy which is simply to say a range of different ways to faithfully
follow jesus is a strength of our faith not a weakness it is all too easy to fail to grasp the diversity of the christian faith especially
for those who have grown up in one branch of the church and never explored another we fail to realize how many ways there are to follow
jesus convinced that our own tradition is the one christian alternative to nonbelief a flexible faith is written for the convinced and
confused believer alike it is a readable exploration of the lively theological diversity that stretches back through church history and
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across the spectrum of christianity today it is an easy introduction to how christians have historically answered key questions about what
it means to follow jesus chapters will include 17 big theological questions and answers profiles of relevant figures in church history
discussion questions single page q as profiles of more unusual types of christians e g a catholic nun or a member of an amish community and
a guide to major christian denominations today as bonnie shares her wrestlings with core issues such as who jesus is what place the church
has in our lives how to disagree yet remain within a community and how to love the bible for what it actually is she teaches us how to walk
courageously through our own tough questions following jesus is big and it is something that individual believers movements and
denominations have expressed in uncountably different ways over the centuries in the process of helping us sort things out bonnie shows us
how to be comfortable with diversity in the body and as we learn to hold questions in one hand and answers in the other we will discover
new depths of faith that will remain secure even through the storms of life

HEROES OF FAITH 2020-03-24
heroes of faith is historical fiction of the life of the first imperfect human after the fall abel based on the word of god after reading
the account it will be as if abel were an old friend this brief powerful story will move and motivate the faith of all readers heroes of
faith has been created to not only entertain but also help the reader strengthen his or her faith we will begin with an easy to understand
introductory chapter on the question what is faith after that is the historical story of the life of abel this is followed by the bible
difficulties of all the persons in the life of abel his father adam his mother eve and his brother cain finally we close this crucial book
that can strengthen us in these last days with four chapters on bible difficulties which will also help the reader grow in faith

The Implications of Faith 2018-11-04
do you really believe what you claim to believe jesus saves all that is required from us is faith but what does it mean to have faith in
jesus is it simply to believe in him and what he has done on our behalf or is it something more in the implications of faith craig miller
explores the necessary relationship between what we claim to believe and how we live our lives jesus has called us not just to believe but
to follow him if we say we believe in him but have not fully surrendered our lives to this pursuit do we really believe more importantly
can such a faith save us by and large we have lost sight of a biblical understanding of faith often under the guise of good theology it is
of the utmost importance that we regain it within these pages lies the opportunity to embark upon a journey to do just that it won t be
easy jesus warns that the way is narrow and hard but he also promises it will be worth it do you believe him

The Gospel Worthy of All Acceptation: ... Abridged 1830
in one systematic volume james montgomery boice provides a readable overview of christian theology both students and pastors will benefit
from this rich source that covers all the major doctrines of christianity with scholarly rigor and a pastor s heart boice carefully opens
the topics of the nature of god the character of his natural and special revelation the fall and the person and work of christ he then goes
on to consider the work of the holy spirit in justification and sanctification the book closes with careful discussion of ecclesiology and
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eschatology this updated edition includes a foreword by philip ryken and a section by section study guide both those long familiar with
boice and those newly introduced to him will benefit from his remarkable practicality and thoroughness which will continue to make this a
standard reference for years to come

The Faith of a Christian 1905
first published in 2000 this title is volume 3 in the 8 volume series titled islam one of the trüber s oriental series this edition is the
result of another fifteen years study of islam and of further intercourse with musalmans it deals with certain phases of modern muslim
thought in india and in persia which found no place in the first edition the result is that a considerable amount of fresh matter has been
added though the general form of the book has not been altered all who are engaged in this enterprise will find help in this volume it may
also throw light on the political questions of the day

Foundations of the Christian Faith 2019-01-29
on the outside many women are well put together christians with trendy shoes beautiful children and wide white smiles on the inside those
same women are little girls cowering at the edge of the playground hoping no one notices them yet still wishing they could join in they ve
professed faith and know the right things but they struggle to truly take hold of the life more abundant that jesus offers instead they
settle for a life that s less than what god has promised them in this liberating book sharon jaynes reveals the most common reasons women
get stuck with a mediocre mundane faith then she shows women how to break free and move forward leaving behind the feelings of inferiority
inadequacy and insecurity that are holding them hostage she uncovers untapped sources of confidence and courage equipping women to move
from knowing the truth to actually believing it and living it out boldly in a life marked by true freedom

The Faith of Islam 2013-11-05
the author praises gratian s zeal for instruction in the faith and speaks lowly of his own merits taught of god himself the emperor stands
in no need of human instruction yet this his devoutness prepares the way to victory the task appointed to the author is difficult in the
accomplishment whereof he will be guided not so much by reason and argument as by authority especially that of the nicene council

Take Hold of the Faith You Long For 2016-05-03
memorable bible era fiction from award winning author king manaseh and his friend joshua were nurtured together in the faith of their godly
fathers but anger toward god smolders in manasseh s heart after his father s unexpected death and his insecurity makes him easy prey for
the false claims of sorcery and divination when joshua stands up for the truth the battle lines are drawn and joshua must flee his life of
privilege unable to understand why his boyhood friend has turned against him and why he must stand alone in the face of such opposition
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joshua comes perilously close to losing his faith can joshua rescue the faithful remnant from manasseh s persecution has it all gone too
far or will he rediscover his father s god faith of my fathers is a riveting story of intrigue deception danger and suspense

Exposition of the Christian Faith 2016-04-17
this is the teachers guide edition to this great study of the fundamental beliefs of the christian faith with topics ranging from god his
character and attributes to the church fellowship and worship this study is ideal to disciple new believers or to realize afresh what it
means to believe in jesus the teachers guide contains all the answers to the 13 lessons taught in the accompanying students edition along
with excellent teaching notes to prepare the leader to guide the group

What the Possession of the Living Faith Is, and the Fruits Thereof, and Wherein it Hath Been
Found to Differ from the Dead Faith of the World, in the Learning and Following of Christ in
the Regeneration 1659
opening the book of faith is an invitation to experience the bible as a book of faith it provides an introduction to the bible and lutheran
perspectives that guide understanding of scripture this book explores four methods of bible study then applies each method to four
scripture texts two assessment tools also aid reflection and discussion about bible usage needs and hopes for more information visit the
book of faith site

How to Make Your Faith Work! 2007
virat and latha named their son ashish for he is the light and glory of their world yet a simple drink of water from the wrong cup changes
them forever virat latha and ashish are untouchables in 1905 india members of a caste who must never contaminate the world of the other
higher castes when ashish is in desperate need of a doctor virat risks everything to save his son and ventures into the dangerous realm of
the high caste there the strength of a father s love the power of a young british nurse and the faith of a child change the lives around
them

Faith of My Fathers (Chronicles of the Kings Book #4) 2006-02-01
academically rigorous and pastorally wise this is a helpful academic introduction of the faith in christ pistis christou debate showing the
centrality of faith in salvation as the church brings the good news of the gospel to the world
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Fundamentals of the Faith Teacher's Guide 2009-03-26
in this new edition of the faith of abraham edir macedo talks about the importance of having a faith that is based upon the solid
foundation of the word of god a faith of real quality having faith without quality is exactly why most religious people don t receive
practical results from the faith they have even though it is a faith in god life depends on faith yet if faith lacks quality then life will
also lack quality these 104 pages delve into various bible passages and show how abraham used courage and boldness to materialise his faith
with faithfulness and sincerity of heart as the basis for his life the patriarch abraham became an heir to all the promises of god raising
the quality of his faith to an even higher level look up toward heaven and count the stars if you are able to count them and he said to him
so will your descendants be genesis 15 5

Opening the Book of Faith 2008
the publication of the king james version of the bible translated between 1603 and 1611 coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
english literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on english language literature in history now world class
literary writers introduce the book of the king james bible in a series of beautifully designed small format volumes the introducers
passionate provocative and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the bible come alive as a stunning
work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance

The Faith of Ashish 2011-08-01
the new york times bestselling author s biography reveals that president reagan s greatest virtue wasn t allegiance to country but
allegiance to god with warmth and insight reagan biographer mary beth brown delves into the spiritual journey of america s fortieth
president and offers profound stories of the provisions god made in his life from his early success as an actor to his historic
presidential victory and from surviving an assassination attempt to eventually changing the face of politics and the world drawing on
ronald reagan s own words and writings as well as firsthand interviews with his family friends and co workers brown weaves a magnificent
story that inspires as it informs reagan s strong devotion to god will encourage believers to enter public service allowing their faith to
motivate their actions and will draw focus to christ s matchless sacrifice which was forever near and dear to president reagan s heart

Faith in the Son of God 2021
this six session resource examines the book of i peter in which the apostle peter encourages suffering and persecuted christians to remain
loyal to christ there are 15 minute video segments for each lesson and a study guide
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The Faith of Abraham 2017-10-13
the final book of the bible revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions grisly images and
numerological predictions according to these empires will fall the beast will be destroyed and christ will rule a new jerusalem with an
introduction by will self

The Gospel According to Matthew 1999
at the age of seventeen joseph the favorite son of jacob faces the wrath of jealousy hatred and deceit from his own brothers he is thrust
into a world of slavery lust and power joseph experiences a culture so different from his own that he must adapt quickly just to survive he
learns to trust in the god of abraham isaac and jacob and be content in the difficult circumstances that challenge him far too often
narrated by joseph faith joseph s story communicates the power of this young man s faith faith that began in the midst of a plot to murder
him and ends with his rise to power in egypt it shows the perseverance one must find to overcome the negative experiences that happen in
life and it provides a testament to the importance of placing complete faith and trust in god with bible study materials and a leader s
guide included faith joseph s story tells how from the depths of a pit to the darkness of prison to the grandeur of a palace a young man
remains committed to god s divine plan

The Faith of Ronald Reagan 2011-01-17
here are the illuminating and inspiring words of the legendary reverend billy graham alongside the biblical passages that inspired them
graham s words accompanied by scripture allow the reader to see the source of the reverend s ideas and inspirations his profound insight
brings biblical passages into a modern day context highlighting their importance in the everyday lives of a contemporary audience

Book by Book 2004
through biblical teaching and personal examples damazio reveals that saying yes to god and acting with expectant faith can bring your
largest dreams to fruition provided by publisher

Revelation 1999-01-01
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Faith Joseph's Story 2013-06

The Faith of Billy Graham 1995

The Attitude of Faith 2009
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